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Near-resonant spatial images of confined Bose-Einstein condensates in a 4-Dee magnetic bott
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We present quantitative measurements of the spatial density profile of Bose-Einstein condensates of sodium
atoms confined in a 4-Dee magnetic bottle. The condensates are imaged in transmission with near-resonant
laser light. We demonstrate that the Thomas-Fermi surface of a condensate can be determined to better than
1%. More generally, we obtain excellent agreement with mean-field theory. We conclude that precision mea-
surements of atomic scattering lengths and interactions between phase-separated cold atoms in a harmonic trap
can be performed with high precision using this method.@S1050-2947~98!51707-6#
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Recently Bose-Einstein condensates~BECs! have been
created from dilute, ultracold atomic clouds of Rb, Li, a
Na @1–5# through a combination of laser@6# and evaporative
cooling@7#. Evidence for condensation in Refs.@1# and@3–5#
rely on time-of-flight measurements on atomic clouds a
release from the magnetic traps in which they are initia
confined; valuable information on condensate dynamics
been obtained from studying such release data@8#. Alterna-
tively, it is possible to probe confined condensates dire
without the transformations associated with release p
cesses. This has been done with dark-field and phase-con
imaging @9–11#. In this Rapid Communication, we describ
such a capability obtained with near-resonant absorption
aging in a BEC setup based on a 4-Dee magnetic bottl
which we routinely create multimillion atom condensates
sodium atoms. The name ‘‘4-Dee’’ stems from the fact th
the shape of each of the four coils needed to create the
fining field for spin aligned atoms resembles the letter‘‘D.’’
Figure 1~b! shows the configuration of these coils. W
present quantitativein situ spatial images of the condensa
surface region and perform detailed comparisons of den
profile measurements on pure condensates~no visible non-
condensate component! to ground-state mean-field calcula
tions.

These condensates, confined in a harmonic trap and
large numbers of atoms~Thomas-Fermi limit@12#!, have
sharply defined boundaries that can be determined with h
precision with near-resonant imaging. Combined with an
dependent determination of the number of condensate a
from release measurements, this forms the basis for a pre
determination of the scattering length for condensate ato

The apparatus used in our experiments is illustrated
Fig. 1. A ‘‘candlestick’’ atomic beam source@13# injects a
beam of 431016 sodium atoms/~s sr! into a one-meter-long
Zeeman slower@14#. Our version of the Zeeman slower in
corporates a zero crossing in the magnetic field that va
from 1350 to2350 G from entrance to exit. All laser beam
in the setup are derived from a single dye laser and tu
with acousto-optic and electro-optic modulators.

The Zeeman slower produces a 50-m/s atomic beam
continuously loads a dark spot, magneto-optic trap~MOT!
@15#. The MOT is created by three pairs of 1-in.-diam
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10-mW/cm2, circularly polarized, counterpropagating las
beams detuned 20 MHz below theF52→3 resonance.
Anti-Helmholtz coils provide a 10 G/cm field gradient. Afte
2 s of accumulation, the MOT contains 63109 Doppler
cooled atoms at a density of 631011/cm3 and a temperature
of 250 mK.

After the MOT is filled, a mechanical shutter isolates t
candlestick source from the confined atomic cloud which
then polarization gradient cooled@16# to 50mK within a few
milliseconds. Finally the atoms are pumped into theF51
ground state and the laser beams are turned off.

All magnetic fields are created by electromagnets outs
of the vacuum chamber without the aid of permeable co
The fields can thereby be precisely controlled by p
grammed current supplies and, most importantly, switch
on and off in a millisecond. Rapid switching of magnet
fields is effected with specially designed banks of field eff
transistors that maximize the switching rates through app
priate programming of the voltage applied to the coils.

The next stage of temperature reduction and density
hancement is provided by evaporative cooling in the 4-D
magnetic bottle@see Fig. 1~b!#. Electrical currents of up to
895 A are passed through each water-cooled Dee. At
level the system dissipates a total power of 7.5 kW. T
4-Dee bottle creates a magnetic-field structure similar to
found in Ioffe traps@17#. Detailed design considerations wi
be presented elsewhere.

The field obtained from these magnets has az component
@see Fig. 1~b!# that varies parabolically along thez direction
with a curvature of 128 G/cm2 ~at 895 A! and transverse
components with a linear variation in the transverse dir
tions with gradients of 223 G/cm. The figure of merit for th
efficiency of electromagnets is the ratio of field gradient
electric power dissipation and the quoted numbers for
4-Dee magnetic make it the most efficient room-temperat
electromagnetic atom trap reported to date.

The quoted field parameters are limited by the maxim
current output from our power supplies. Each coil consists
eight layers of machined copperD’s, electrically connected
in series but water cooled in parallel. This makes the cool
very efficient and five times larger currents could easily
applied.
R54 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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In addition to the Dee magnets, Helmholtz coils are us
to create a tunable bias field~maximum 235 G! in the z
direction. The totalB field has a minimum but no zero cros
ing, which eliminates trap loss caused by Majorana spin-
transitions. The value of the bias field controls the confi
ment that an atom will experience in the transverse dir
tions. Confinement alongz is controlled entirely by the Dee
magnets.

After polarization gradient cooling the atom cloud
quickly captured by energizing the 4-Dee trap with the b
field adjusted to minimize heating and density loss in
transfer process@18#. The atom cloud is then compresse
adiabatically in the transverse directions, thereby increas
the atomic density and collision rate for efficient rf evapo
tive cooling, which is the next step in the process. With
trap parameters held fixed, a transverse high-frequency m
netic field is excited by passing 100 mA of rf current throu
coils placed around the confined atomic cloud. The f
quency is scanned from 32 MHz down to approximately

FIG. 1. ~Color! ~a! Schematic layout of condensation appara
viewed along thez direction.~b! Expanded view of the 4-Dee mag
netic bottle used to evaporatively cool into the condensation reg
d
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FIG. 2. Near-resonant images of column density profiles of
dium condensates. The solid curves result from mean-field calc
tions withN0580 000, 350 000, and 850 000 atoms in the cond
sates, respectively, after propagation through the optical sys
These number correspond to peak atomic column densities of
1072, and 1826 atoms/mm2. The asymmetric harmonic-oscillato
potential hasvx5vy52050 rad/s andvz5170 rad/s. Arrows
give Thomas-Fermi sizes in thez direction. Error bars represen
statistical errors. By comparing the theoretical curves to the data
obtain x2 values of 0.71, 1.26, and 1.33. The upper and low
dashed curves in each case correspond toN0 values shifted by
610%.

FIG. 3. ~Color! ~a! Three-dimensional image of the condensa
surface for a spherically symmetric condensate in the expanded
with v587 rad/s. The gray-scale plot shows the normalized tra
mission profile.~b! Radial profile obtained by a polar~angular!
average of the images of three different condensates.~This shows
the high reproducibility of condensate formation in our system!
The solid curve is the result of a mean-field calculation for 1
million atoms in the condensate as determined from release ex
ments. A comparison with the data givesx251.23 @30#.
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MHz in 38 s in a schedule calculated from a model based
Ref. @19#. The final rf frequency determines the final tem
perature, number of atoms, and condensate fraction of
cloud. To minimize trap loss, chamber pressure is kept be
1310211 Torr.

In this Rapid Communication we are concerned w
demonstrating that detailed quantitative spatial informat
for condensatesin the trap can be obtained by near-reson
absorption imaging. A few images of trapped condensa
have been reported in the literature, but we are not awar
any demonstrations where the statistics@9–11# or resolution
@20# have supported a detailed comparison of the spatial d
sity profile of a trapped condensate with mean-field theo
~For example, compare the boundary regions of the cond
sates in Figs. 2 and 3 of this paper to Fig. 3 in Ref.@11#
obtained with phase-contrast imaging.!

There have been fears in the community that a ne
resonant light beam passing through a condensate will
rise to such strong refractive effects that image reconst
tion is impossible@9,10#, and that heating effects associat
with strong absorption by the condensate might distort
cloud during the imaging process. Both our theoretical st
ies and experimental results show otherwise.

To study the refraction problem we used the eikonal
proximation@21# to estimate the absorption and deflection
an initially parallel bundle of optical rays as they pa
through a condensate. In the real and imaginary parts of
dielectric function we include the oscillator strengths a
resonant frequencies for all the atomic energy levels that
coupled by the incident laser probe beam to the ground s
of the atom. The spatial dependence of the dielectric func
is determined by the local density of atoms and local fi
effects~Lorentz-Lorenz corrections! are included. In the ei-
konal approach, the optical rays are propagated through
condensate and the final ray position, angle, phase, and
strength are recorded in a plane directly behind the cond
sate. This plane is the object plane of the imaging opt
which is illustrated in Fig. 1~a!. The wave field in the objec
plane is then propagated through the optics by Fourier te
niques to the image plane@22,23#.

The results for condensate sizes and densities describ
this paper indicate that for sufficient probe beam detuni
~'40 MHz! and small enoughf number optics, excellen
images are obtained@23#. When a ray encounters index gr
dients large enough to cause deflection on our object plan
out of our f 5 optics, it is already eliminated by absorptio
leading to no loss of information~contrary to what was
stated in@9,10#!.

To image the condensates, a charge-coupled-de
~CCD! camera is placed in the image plane of the opti
system@Fig. 1~a!#. The first two lenses of the imaging syste
~2-in.-diam achromatic doublets with focal lengths of 2
mm! create a 1:1 image just in front of the last lens~a 55-mm
focal length macro lens!, which magnifies the image on th
CCD camera by a factor of 5. Experimental images w
obtained from a 10ms exposure to a 1 mW/cm2 probe laser
beam tunable645 MHz around theF52→3 resonance fre-
quency. The atoms were pumped for 10ms prior to probing
to theF52 ground state.

The problem of heating due to probe and pump la
beams was addressed empirically. For the probe and p
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times chosen, no change in condensate profile resulted
increasing either time by a factor of 2. Note that Fig. 3~b! is
obtained from images of three different condensates w
probe times ranging from 10 to 20ms.

The width of each CCD camera pixel corresponds to
mm at the position of the condensate, which is about 1/5
the spatial resolution of the optics~defined as the point reso
lution function for coherent light, calculated by taking len
aberrations into account! @24#. To compensate for spatia
nonuniformities in the probe beam, the transmission pro
is normalized to the probe transmission with no ato
present.

Figure 2 shows the results of such imaging experime
performed on three differently sized condensates in the
Dee bottle. The probe detuning is235 MHz and the bias
field is 1.5 G. In each case we continue the evaporation p
cess until we are left with a ‘‘pure’’ condensate~no visible
thermal cloud!. The condensate profiles are shown along
z direction through the middle of the condensates (x50). At
eachz position we give the optical density of the atom
cloud, obtained directly as ln@I0(x50;z)/I(x50;z)#, where the
ratio I /I 0 gives the normalized transmission profile.

The curves in Fig. 2 are results of mean-field calculatio
based on the Gross-Pitaevskii equation@25#. The trap poten-
tial used in the calculation is that of a three-dimension
asymmetric harmonic oscillator withvx5vy52050 rad/s
and vz5170 rad/s. In the nonlinear Gross-Pitaevskii equ
tion we take the mean-field potential to be (4p\2a/M )n,
wheren is the atomic density in the condensate,M the so-
dium atomic mass, anda the s-wave scattering length. We
use the recent value ofa527.5 Å @26#. The Gross-Pitaevski
equation is solved numerically using the split-operator te
nique@27#. To obtain the theoretical profiles shown in Fig.
we propagate the probe beam through condensates,
atomic densities obtained from the mean-field equation,
beyond through the imaging system. There is excell
agreement between the experimental images and the m
field calculations for 80 000, 350 000 and 850 000 atoms
the condensates, respectively~solid curves in Fig. 2!.

In Figs. 2 and 3 the arrows indicate the positions of t
condensate surface~in thez direction! given by the Thomas-
Fermi model@12#, which can be experimentally determine
to better than 1%. In the Thomas-Fermi model, this size
aTF5(\l/Mvz)

2/5 (15N0a)1/5, whereN0 is the number of
atoms in the condensate andl5vx /vz . The precision in the
size determination allows the number of atoms in the c
densate to be determined to within 5%. Alternatively,
independent measurement ofN0 allows for a high-precision
measurement of the scattering length. This philosophy w
used for the measurements presented in Fig. 3, resulting
scattering length for sodium atoms in a condensate
a526.5 Å615%. This value agrees with the value of 27
Å610% determined in Ref.@26# for a classical gas and with
the value of 22.3 Å6 36% determined in Ref.@28# from
condensate release data. It should be noted that the stati
measurement uncertainty in our case is only 10%. The re
connected with uncertainty in trap parameters and opt
constants which future experimental and theoretical w
will improve.

In Fig. 3~a! we show a 3D image of the optical densi
profile of a spherically symmetric condensate. The trapp
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potential was changed adiabatically after condensation
give a symmetric confining potential withv587 rad/s. The
number of atoms in the condensate was determined fro
series of release experiments to be 1.63106610%. The de-
tuning of the probe beam was243 MHz and the bias field
was 38 G. In Fig. 3~b! we show the radial profile obtained b
polar averaging of three data files like the one shown in F
3~a!. The solid curve in the figure is the column dens
calculated from the mean-field equation and is in perf
agreement with data.

In conclusion, we have measured the spatial density p
files of condensates directly in the magnetic bottle using
technique of near-resonant, absorption imaging. We h
also introduced a 4-Dee magnet that efficiently create
highly confining potential for condensate formation. The i
aging technique is sensitive to the detailed shape of the
densate wave function, in particular to the condensate
face. This allows us to determine condensate sizes to b
than 1%. The scattering length for sodium atoms in a c
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densate is found to agree with the value obtained for a c
sical gas by photoassociative spectroscopy@26#, supporting
our belief that mean-field theory is valid for these dilu
gases. We expect that systematic improvements will br
the uncertainty in our determination of the scattering len
below 10%, which would make this method competitive w
spectroscopic measurements. The ability to perform hi
precision measurements near the condensate surface w
important in finite temperature studies of confined ato
clouds, where the condensate is expected to partially ph
separate from the cloud of noncondensed atoms@29#. Near-
resonant imaging should give detailed information about
interface and interaction between these components.
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